unassuming and decorous character for which Farinelli was widely known on the continent. This is evident from both his own comment on Farinelli's modesty and the fact that he intensified the wording of Farinelli's self-effacing remark, mentioned above, that 'the little that I have done is already gone and forgotten'. In his original travel journal, which is preserved in the British Museum, the passage reads 'mine is past and already forgotten'. Charles Burney, Music, Men, and San Marco. 17 In 1734, Farinelli made a similarly sensational debut in London where he remained for three seasons. In 1737, Farinelli retired from the stage when he was offered the position of 'Criado Familiar' ('personal assistant' 18 ) to Philip V of Spain because his singing alleviated Philip's debilitating depression and enabled him to return to his government duties. 19 The apparently miraculous power of Farinelli's voice and its inaccessibility to the public imbued it with a mythical quality and made the singer legendary by the 1740s. Under Philip's successor, Ferdinand VI, Farinelli was appointed court music director and inducted into the prestigious Order of Calatrava, whose membership was restricted to nobility.
Throughout Europe, he was believed to hold great political power at the Spanish court. Shortly after the ascension of Charles III, in 1760, Farinelli had to return to Italy. He spent his retirement in Bologna, continuing his correspondence with his life-long friend, Metastasio, and receiving visits from European aristocrats, royalty, musicians and intellectuals until his death in 1782. 20 Farinelli began to strategically shape his public image in the late 1720s. His main aims were to establish his artistic superiority and cultivate the reputation of a gentleman. Although his singing constituted sufficient proof that he surpassed contemporary singers in virtuosity, range, breath control and volume, Farinelli made it known that he was continually expanding his technical and stylistic expertise. 21 In addition, Farinelli promoted his extraordinary agility by imitating birdsong in highly virtuosic arias whose texts make reference to songbirds, most importantly the nightingale. 22 However, his virtuosity gave rise to the criticism that he astonished his listeners more than he touched them. 23 Given that the aim of musical tragedy, the dramma per musica (or opera seria), was to move the audience, this criticism raised questions about the validity of Farinelli's performance at a fundamental level, prompting him to react with dramatic changes. In the second opera of the 1730 Venetian carnival, Idaspe (Candi/Lalli-R.
Broschi), he began to limit virtuosic singing in his roles to one, or at the most, two arias and introduced a large-scale slow, expressive aria that provided a musical counterweight to his gargantuan main aria di bravura. In this manner, he cateredto admirers of both virtuosic and expressive singing. 24 Farinelli underlined this stylistic change by starting to make strategic allusions to the Orpheus myth in several of his roles, thereby laying claim to the ancient singer's legendary fame and power to move emotions. 25 21 Anne Desler, ' "Il novello Orfeo". Farinelli: Vocal Profile, Aesthetics, Rhetoric'. Ph.D. diss. (University of Glasgow, 2014), 103-11. 22 The imitation of birdsong had wider aesthetic and scientific implications in the early 18th century. See Desler, 'Farinelli', Chapter 5, ' "Der Farinell der Vögel": Farinelli and the Aesthetics of Virtuosity', 120-152.
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On 30 December 1728, for example, Conti wrote 'In the end, he [Farinelli] surprises more than he touches', and that Faustina (whose singing had constituted the yardstick of virtuosity in Venice prior to Farinelli's arrival) touched him more. Conti, Lettere, 230. 24 Desler, 'Farinelli', Chapter 8, especially 240-41. 25 Ibid.,240 and 266-68. The first instance of such an allusion is 'Ombra fedele anch'io' (Idaspe, 1730).
Farinelli continued to promote his artistic reputation after his retirement from the stage. Restricting his appearances to private concerts for the Spanish royal family resulted in the impression that 'in Spain, his performance was thought too exquisite for subjects'. 26 In 1753, by which time his virtuosity had come to be widely emulated, Farinelli compiled a unique manuscript as a gift to Empress Maria Theresa, in which he documented his vocal performance practice, setting himself apart from his imitators. 27 The difficulty of the notated cadenzas and ornamentation is such that the Farinelli biographer, Sandro Capelletto, plausibly suggests that the singer 'evidently [presupposed] that no one at the Viennese court would be able to sing his variations and cadenzas'. 28 Farinelli probably expected the handsome volume to be examined by connoisseurs at the court and preserved for posterity in the imperial library. With the manuscript, Farinelli also furthered his reputation as a gentleman and courtier. It makes no reference whatsoever to his stage career; instead, the dedication invokes the empress's memory of Farinelli's visit to Vienna and emphasises his long-standing service at the Spanish court. 29 26 Unlike most castrati, who came from the lower or middle classes, Farinelli descended from a family of possibly noble government officials and had the Duke of Andria as a godfather. 30 Nevertheless, he had to employ a wide range of means in order to achieve his objective of acquiring the reputation of a gentleman, due to the disrepute of the stage performer's profession. A highly effective tool was Farinelli's purposeful use of visual representations, which has been analysed by Berta Joncus. A 1735 portrait by Amigoni, 31 for example, 'apotheosised the singer in a manner generally reserved for aristocratic portraiture' and pitched him as a modern Orpheus. 32 In addition to being publically exhibited in London alongside a portrait of Queen Caroline of England, the painting was engraved to enable the dissemination of Farinelli's '"official" public image' by means of mass-produced prints. 33 The paintings of Farinelli from his Spanish period portray its subject in a similar manner. 34 On stage, Farinelli established a dramatic profile that communicated the moral values with which he wished to be associated, at the level of both roles and aria texts. Already early in his career, he showed a marked preference for the roles of galant, respectful suitors and loyal friends. Starting in the late 1720s, Farinelli increasingly often portrayed tragic protagonists who conduct themselves with uncompromising virtue in situations in which they are innocently accused of a crime meriting capital punishment. The two roles Farinelli sang more often than any others, Arbace in Artaserse and Epitide in Merope, both exemplify this character type. 35 Farinelli's aria texts convey the moral integrity of his characters, who react to insult and injustice by pleading or expressing torment, sorrow or despair rather than by expressing anger, disdain, reproachfulness or vengefulness; aggressive sentiments are conspicuous by their absence. Farinelli often performed roles previously taken by other singers (as was standard in the period), but his characters were always created or adapted to his dramatic preferences by means of cuts and changes in the recitatives and the substitution or alteration of between half and all pre-existing aria texts, sometimes possibly by Farinellihimself. 36 For example, Farinelli, Nicolini, Senesino and Carestini all sang the roles of Siroe and Ezio in different settings of Metastasio's eponymous libretti. 37 However, the sentiments of defiance, veiled threats, pride and offense, which occur in the original aria texts and are retained by the other singers, are significantly toned down or eliminated altogether in Farinelli's aria texts. Libretto 35 Farinelli sang Arbace in Venice and Lucca (1730), Ferrara (1731) and London (1734-35) and Epitide in Turin (1732), Lucca (1733), Venice (1734) and London (1737). 36 Desler, 'Farinelli', 252-59. These changes were independent of institutional practice such as discussed by Margaret Butler with regard to the Teatro Regio in Turin in 'From Guadagni's Suitcase: A Primo Uomo's Signature Aria and its Transformation', in this journal issue, below. 37 Nicolini created both Siroe and Ezio, in 1726 and 1728, respectively, and appeared in the former role three more times. Senesino, Carestini and Farinelli all sang Siroe in two settings and Ezio in one setting each.
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alterations also served to reduce the emphasis on military heroism in Farinelli's renditions of roles in comparison with those of other singers (in terms of both the content of aria texts and presence of on-stage battles), shifting the focus of his roles towards values such as faithfulness in love, loyalty, fortitude and forgiveness instead.
Whilst libretto alterations conformed to the conventions of the eighteenthcentury opera industry, Farinelli departed from convention in terms of his idiosyncratic manner of delivering arias, possibly in order to differentiate himself from other leading singers in visual terms. 38 Instead of acting throughout or at least striking different poses according to the arias' affects, he appears to have struck an 'all-purpose' pose for his arias, resting his left hand on his hip and his right hand on his breast. This was unusual and consequently frequently criticised or satirised. 39 So far, the general assumption has been that Farinelli simply had no talent for acting. 40 However, it is possible that Farinelli eliminated gesture as an expressive parameter in order to focus the audience's attention on his singing and encourage them to perceive him as a singer only, not as an actor, 41 given by the singer in a letter of 1738: despite his success, he could 'not stand the draining productions, theatre environment and behaviour of the crowd'. 49 Farinelli evidently so disliked the stage that he wanted to quit it as soon as this was financially feasible. The first written evidence of this intention dates to a few weeks after his sensational London debut. 50 Judging by Senesino's and Farinelli's roles, the opera in question is ostensibly the Artaserse pasticcio in which Farinelli made his London debut in 1734. However, Senesino had first heard Farinelli in Parma in May 1728, they had sung together at 61 Burney, Italian Tour, 220. 62 Ibid.,214.
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In the anecdote, the trumpeter stops playing after he runs out of breath at the end of a trill the two performers sustain, a third apart, over a fermata, whereas Farinelli launches into a cascade of rapid runs without retaking his breath. However, in the score, the trumpet part ends with the trill and a rest separates the trill from the ensuing coloratura in the vocal part. The aria in question is 'Non sempre invendicata' from Adelaide 66 In the preface of the first volume of A General History (London: Printed for Burney, 1776), Burney points out that 'it is necessary to give authorities for every fact that is asserted' and draws attention to the painstaking process of 'ascertaining the date, or, seeking a short, and, in itself, trivial passage' (I: 12).
please; you are too lavish of the gifts with which nature has endowed you; if you wish to reach the heart, you must take a more plain and simple road.' These words brought about an entire change in his manner of singing; from this time he mixed the pathetic with the spirited, the simple with the sublime, and, by these means, delighted as well as astonished every hearer. 67 The comments Farinelli attributed to Charles VI, an excellent musician himself, serve to elevate his singing and career in several ways. First, despite the advice to sing in a plainer style, they express amazement at his virtuosity. The accumulation of hyperboles (unlike 'any other mortal', 'supernatural', 'gigantic strides' and 'never-ending notes') sets Farinelli apart from all other contemporary singers and implies that his singing exceeded the boundaries of the humanly possible; it thus supports the narrative of Farinelli's inimitability. Second, the emperor's alleged description of Farinelli's stage deportment glorifies and thereby endorses his idiosyncratically static manner of delivering arias, raising it above the recurring criticism of his acting skills. Third, it attributes the impetus for a change of emphasis from virtuosic to expressive singing in Farinelli's roles to Charles VI, the highest-ranking monarch in the Western world.
Burney dates Farinelli's visits to Vienna to 1724, 1728 and 1731. 68 However, while Farinelli did enjoy unprecedented success at the Viennese court and was treated 67 Burney, Italian Tour, 215-16.
with a great deal of 'mildness and affability' by the imperial family, 69 it is unlikely that he travelled to Vienna in 1724 and 1728. 70 In 1724, he could theoretically have crossed the Alps with Porpora, but due to his Italian engagements, Farinelli could only have journeyed to Vienna during the summer months when royalty and aristocracy typically retreated to their country residences; the same is true for 1728. 71 However, no evidence for such visits survives. In fact, it is certain that Farinelli first encountered Charles VI on 29 March 1732; this was more than two years after he introduced large-scale expressive arias into his roles in response to criticism from parts of the Venetian audience. 72 That the 1732 encounter with the emperor was his first is evident from his report to Count Pepoli: 'I found myself shoulder to shoulder with the emperor without knowing who he was, thinking I would be able to distinguish him by his clothes'. 73 It is not clear whether Farinelli In contrast, Farinelli's decision not to sing for Burney is very likely to have been strategic, and it was a prudent move -nothing he told Burney served better to perpetuate the legend of his voice. Whilst he seems to have given the impression to Burney that he had 'long since left off singing', 76 History, Burney describes Farinelli's voice at greater length and in more detail than any other singer's. 88 Its tantalising inaccessibility seems to have stimulated Burney to reconstruct it by recording every detail he had gathered from people who had heard Farinelli at the height of his powers and in whose memories his 84 Burney, General History, IV: 419, footnote n. However, it is possible that Porpora ranked Caffarelli above Farinelli in order to spite the latter; a letter by Metastasio to Farinelli suggests that the singer and his former teacher were not on entirely amicable terms. Letter of 5 May 1757. Metastasio, Lettere, IV: 10-11. 85 Burney, Italian Tour, 354. 86 It is noteworthy that the epithet 'ancient' bestows a certain prestige and authoritativeness on Caffarelli; ruins, both real and fake, e.g., in the form of garden follies, were in vogue and had romantic connotations. On Burney's and Hawkins's use of 'ancient' see William Weber, 'The Intellectual Origins of Musical Canon in Eighteenth-Century England', Journals of the American Musicological Society 47/3 (Autumn 1994), 498. 87 Burney, Italian Tour, 211 and 229, respectively. 88 Burney, General History, IV: 379-80.
voice had not only remained unassailably timeless, but had also been apotheosised by the singer's uncanny, Orpheic effect on Philip V of Spain and his legendary court career.
'Such merchandise as is capable of adulteration, is seldom genuine after passing through many hands' 89
If Farinelli was mindful of his reputation, Burney was no less interested in selfpromotion. The success of A General History of Music was a matter of tremendous importance to him. First, he staked a great deal of time, money and intellectual effort on it. 90 Second, he intended to establish himself as a man of letters by its publication. 91 Raising his status above that of a music teacher and performing musician was probably not only a matter of procuring immediate advantages for himself and his family, but also of leaving a lasting legacy, for, like Farinelli, he was acutely aware that 'practical musicians and performers, however wonderful their powers, are unable, from the transient state of their art, to give permanence to their fame'. 92 Burney understood the power of printto propagate fame and make or break literary success. Even before the publication of theItalian Tour in 1771, Burney had been 'significantly if unofficially involved' with a leading journal, the discussed his articles with Burney in his letters, consulting him especially on matters of musicin which he himself was noexpert. 93 his bravura songs' so they 'will be enabled to judge' his agility. 101 or imitated it. 104 Of course, the music examples and detailed discussion of specific operas also showed off Burney's musical expertise and the fact that he had been granted access to the royal music manuscript collection. 105 Furthermore, as he had suggested to Farinelli in Bologna, Burney inserted a chronological account of Farinelli's life into A General History. 106 Catering to an English readership, the description of Farinelli's sojourn in England is especially detailed, but Burney also dedicates ample space to his Spanish career and thereby draws attention to its singularity. Burney's highly detailed description of Farinelli's singing covers all its aspects and illustrates two of them with anecdotes, presumably to enable the reader to form a mental image of it and make Burney's points more memorable. 107 In terms of historical context, Burney's portrayal of Farinelli in A General History seems systematically to counter critical and satirical representations that had 104 The latter is especially obvious in the excerpt from Perez's Ezio for Regina Mingotti. Like Farinelli, Mingotti had studied with Porpora, but the coloratura patterns in question originated with Farinelli, not Porpora, as they first appear in Farinelli's repertory in 1730, when he was not collaborating with his former teacher. Modern scholars, who have approached eighteenth-century repertory predominantly from a composer-centered vantage point have tended to ascribe such similarities to composers rather than singers. However, eighteenth-century readers' awareness of individual star singers' distinct artistic profiles may have facilitated their tracing continuities between singers as well. See Desler, 'Farinelli', 217-19. 105 Lonsdale, Burney, 337. 106 Burney, General History, IV: 378-381 and 414-417. Burney's summary of Farinelli's career contains numerous errors, which are surely unintentional and can be attributed to the difficulty of Burney's task of piecing together the history of his century almost exclusively from primary sources. 107 Burney, General History, IV: 379-80. English nobility had lionised him to an unprecedented degree and made his 1735 benefit night an unparalleled financial success. Hawkins, for example, opines that 'the excessive fondness which the nobility discovered for this person [Farinelli] , the caresses they bestowed on, and the presents they made him indicated little less than infatuation; their bounty was prodigality, and their applause adoration', which 'was loudly complained of as derogating from the national character'. 117 Given his career ambitions, it was in Burney's interest to confute Hawkins's criticism because it discredited his rival's publication. More importantly, it conception of historiography and also marked Burney's own determined career advancement.
There is also the possibility that Burney pursued a similar aim as Roger Pickering.
In his Reflections Upon Theatrical Expression in Tragedy of 1755, Pickering seeks to rehabilitate the actor's profession and raise its social status, for 'a Master of Theatrical Expression, in all its extensive Significancy, must be possess'd of such Accomplishments, as to set the profession above all Contempt'. 147 Pickering's example of an actor of outstanding merit, both professional and personal, is the famous David Garrick, a friend of Burney and collaborator on several occasions, whom the music historian admired greatly. 148 By the time he published the third and fourth volumes of A General History in 1789, Burney, the man of letters, was a member of the elevated circles in which Burney, the music teacher, had been a servant. An expert both in the practice and theory of music, he was well able to assess the relative merits of creative musicians and writers on music and deplored, even as he capitalised on it, the ephemeral nature of the performer's fame:
To the reputation of a theorist, indeed, longevity is insured by means of books, which become obsolete more slowly than musical compositions. Tradition only whispers, for a short time, the name and abilities of a mere performer, however exquisite the delight which his 147 Pickering, Reflections, 8-9. 148 In his 'Dissertation on the Music of the Ancients', Burney even argues for the invention of a notation for theatrical elocution in order to enable preservation of Garrick's performances. Burney, General History, I: 171-73. talents afforded to those who heard him; whereas, a theory once committed to paper and established, lives, at least in libraries, as long as the language in which it was written. 149 At a time when the modern conception of genius was beginning to take hold and musicians, actors and painters started to be regarded as artists rather than artisans, Burney found in Farinelli an example of a great artist whose reputation he intended to lend longevity by committing it to the pages of his General History.
In the preface to his autobiography, Carlo Goldoni raises an important historiographical issue, that is, the reliability of biographies:
It is true that a man's biography should appear after his death; but do portraits that are made after the fact resemble the originals? If it is a friend who takes on the task, eulogies will alter the truth; if it is an enemy, one will find satire instead of [unbiased] criticism. 150 In this sense, Burney's account of Farinelli is a eulogy, a verbal equivalent to Amigoni's portraits of the singer, mediated by the personal agendas of both the singer and the historian. Highly sensitive to the level of civility and manners with which he was received, 151 Burney might have given a very different report of Farinelli if the singer had brought out possible residual resentment against 'RostBif' 152 rather than his fine English dinner service for his guest. 153 Modern-day
